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A

Aaronovitch, Ben
Midnight

-

speak with the lingering dead brings him to the attention of Detective 
Chief Inspector Thomas Nightingale, who investigates crimes involv-

Other titles in this series are:

Abani, Christopher
GraceLand

“This book works brilliantly in two ways. As a convincing and un-

Abani, Christopher, 1966-
The  secret

-
mined to solve a recent spate of murders. When he encounters a pair of 

apprehended the killers, and enlists the help of Dr. Sunil Singh, a South 

“[A]n intricate braid of story strands, enriched by vivid descriptions, 

her car on a lonely road, killing her friend David and leaving her with 

note: I wish we were dead together. . . . From that day the town turned 

“The unconventional plot, the constant surprises, and above all the 

Abbott, Megan E.
Bury

Working “from a true crime, the infamous Brighton Trunk Mur-

desperation. Her nearly stream-of-consciousness narration is direct and 

for all the classic-noir simplicity, such as the use of repetition rather than 
elaboration for emphasis, her prose carries an urgency that brings hard-

Abbott, Megan E., 1971-
Dare

ISBN 0316097772;  9780316097772

This novel tells the story of cheerleaders and best friends Addy Han-

the young and cool new coach “Colette French draws Addy and the other 

“Abbott has a keen sense for the beauty, danger, and vulnerability 
of teenage girls; her spare, elegant prose cuts straight to the heart of the 

Abbott, Megan E., 1971-
The  
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In this book, by Megan Abbott, “the Nash family is close-knit. Tom 
is a popular teacher, father of two teens: Eli, a hockey star and girl mag-
net, and his sister Deenie, a diligent student. Their seeming stability, 

spread through the family, school and community. As hysteria and con-

“Once again, Abbott makes an unforgettable inquiry into the emo-

Abbott, Megan E., 1971-
  You

This novel, by Megan Abbott, is “about family and ambition. . . . 

there are no limits--until a violent death rocks their close-knit gymnas-
tics community and everything they have worked so hard for is suddenly 

  -

-

when [his friend] Douglas receives troubling reports  from home. . . . 

panic, Mycroft convinces Douglas that they should follow her, drawing 
the two men into a web of dark secrets that grows more treacherous with 

“The authors hit all the right notes here, combining fascinating his-
-

and a pair of protagonists whose rich biracial friendship, while presented 

Abe, Kobo
The    in the dunes;  translated from the Japanese by 

239p  il  
Original Japanese edition, 1962
The protagonist of this novel “is Niki Jumpei, an amateur entomolo-

in the dunes where residents live in deep sand pits. Imprisoned with 
a widow in one of the pits, he must shovel the omnipresent sand that 

-
cape the pit, his relationship with the woman, and his gradual acceptance 

Sequel to: The blade itself
“As savage Northmen invade Angland, the northernmost province 

after another. In Dagoska, a southern city threatened by Gurkish sol-

maimed Inquisitor Glokta employs tortures and deceptions to ferret out 
conspiracies against the king. Ignoring these worldly concerns, disrepu-

wasteland in search of a relic that can open a gate to the realm of de-
mons. Abercrombie leavens the bloody action with moments of dark 

The  blade

This is a “fantasy novel full of enough ironic and slightly self-dep-
recating humor and Scorcese-esque violence to make the average hipper 
than thou non-fantasy reader want to learn more about the genre . . . , yet 

Followed by: Before they are hanged

In this fantasy novel, by Joe Abercrombie, “among the royalty of 

-

“The world building here is complete and convincing, and the char-

-

In this fantasy novel, by Joe Abercrombie, the concluding volume 

-
land after what the king thought was an agreement turned out to be a 
betrayal. . . . The allies will need elf-weapons, hidden and deadly dan-

“The narrative, well-sprinkled with gory action and impelled by 
characters at this stage not just familiar, but gratifying, moves along at a 
brisk clip. Best of all, the relentless intrigues, plots, and schemes bubble 
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-
age designed to turn enemies into friends and allies as Gettland faces the 

“Abercrombie has a knack for building characters with pathos and 
wit. Both plot and setting are believable, and readers will easily immerse 

The  heroes

This fantasy novel tells the story of a “three-day battle . . . set in the 

Dow, whose grip on the throne of the Northmen is tenuous and based 
on fear and brutality. Calder, a slippery and cunning egotist, advocates 

Red
ISBN 0316187216;  9780316187213
In this novel by Joe Abercrombie “Shy South . . . [will] have to 

. Their journey will take them across the barren plains to a frontier town 
gripped by gold fever, through feud, duel and massacre, high into the un-

Dog  on it;  a Chet and Bernie mystery.  [by] Spencer Quinn.  

-

Bernie investigate the disappearance of a teenage girl whose developer 

secondary characters, a consistently doggy view of the world, and a 

Fobbit
ISBN 0802120326;  9780802120328
This book is a “satire of the Iraq War. . . . The Fobbits of the title are 

Sgt. Chance Gooding Jr., a public relations NCO who spends his days 

Abu-Jaber, Diana, 1960-
Birds  of paradise;  a novel.  W. W. Norton & Co.  2011  

“After 13-year-old Felice Muir runs away from her Miami hom. . . 
, her mother, Avis, retreats to her kitchen, where she creates elaborate 

college. They all vacillate between willing themselves to forget Felice 
-

upsets their fragile holding patterns. Abu-Jaber . . . employs her descrip-
tive talents in bringing Miami to steamy, pulsing life, but it is Birds of 

Abu-Jaber, Diana
Crescent

-

-
sity comes to the cafe for the tastes of home, and he and Sirine fall into 

-

Abu-Jaber, Diana
Origin

-
ing and compelling, Origin combines the traditions of the crime novel 

a bit independent-woman-detective thriller, and winningly fresh in its 

  The  Wonder

page the myriad lives of a suburban town, and reveal at each turn the 
unseen battles we play out behind drawn blinds, the creeping truths from 
which we distract ourselves, and the massive dreams we haul quietly 

“Acampora not only meticulously conveys the allure of an outward-
-

rian homes and well-tended lawns; she also clearly captures the inner 
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turmoil of its residents, homing in on their darkest impulses and beliefs. 

Acevedo, Chantel
The  Distant

In this book, by Chantel Acevedo, “the elderly Maria Sirena has 
lived through and, as a young girl, participated in the Cuban war for 

Hurricane Flora on the way, she is evacuated with other women to a 
historic mansion for shelter, where she entertains her fellow refugees 

how war brings lovers together and tears families apart. This is a major, 
uniquely powerful, and startlingly beautiful novel that should bring Ace-

Achebe, Chinua
  Things

ISBN 0-8392-1113-9
-

tion published by McDowell, Obolensky
“The novel chronicles the life of Okonkwo, the leader of an Igbo 

the community for accidentally killing a clansman, through the seven 

intrusion in the 1890s of white missionaries and colonial government 
into tribal Igbo society. It describes the simultaneous disintegration of 
its protagonist Okonkwo and of his village. The novel was praised for its 
intelligent and realistic treatment of tribal beliefs and of psychological 

Call  me by your name;  [by] André Aciman.  Farrar, Straus 

“When Oliver, a handsome young American philosopher, arrives 
in a seaside town in Italy to work on a book about Heraclitus, as the 

-

forms himself in relation to another plays out against the background 
of a scorching Mediterranean summer, and Aciman introduces a small 
universe of characters who are themselves altered by the charged air 

  variations;  André Aciman.  Farrar, Straus and Gir-

whose loves remain as consuming and as covetous throughout his adult-

his hopes, denials, fears, and regrets are always ready to lay their traps. 

-
ous descriptive power but also how deeply and resonantly he constructs 

Harvard  Square;  a novel.  André Aciman.  1st ed.  W.W. 

frequents Cambridge bars and restaurants that cater to a Middle Eastern 

magnetic personality. With much in common, the two bond and spend 

In this book, by Elliot Ackerman, “Haris Abadi is a man in search 
-

in by Amir, a charismatic Syrian refugee and former revolutionary, and 
-

a love story all wrapped into a stunningly realistic and sometimes hor-

The  trial -

-

-

-
ter of this particular universe, keeps turning out her ham biscuits; the lo-
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Balzac, Honore de

Twain, Mark, 1835-1910, and Clemens, Samuel Langhorne
Fiction 
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See also Quinn, Spencer

See

See

See also

See also Chkhartishvili, Grigory
Alba, Alicia Gaspar de

See

See also Ardai, Charles, 1969-

See also

See also Marston, Edward
Anatoli, A., 1929-1979

See also

See also Fever, Buck

See also
Andrews, Colin

See also
Anthony, Evelyn, 1928-

See also Stephens, Eve
Ardai, Charles, 1969-

See also
Arends, Marthe

See also
Aristides

See also Epstein, Joseph, 1937-
Armitage, G. E.

See also
Arouet, Francois Marie

See also

See Arslan, Antonia
Asimov, Isaac, 1920-1992

See also

See also

See also

See Denning, Troy

See also
Baldwin, Margaret

See also

See also Ford, Susan

See also Saint-Aubin, Horace de
Bancroft, Stephanie

See Bond, Stephanie; Hauck, Stephanie

See
Banville, John

See also Black, Benjamin
Barbash, Thomas

See Barbash, Tom

See also Barger, Sonny
Barger, Sonny

See also

See
Barnes, Djuna, 1892-1982

See also

See also

See
Bayley, Iris

See also Murdoch, Iris
Beauman, Sally

See also
Beaton, M.C.

See also Chesney, Marion; Tremaine, Jennie; Chesterton, 

Becerra, Michael Jaime
See Jaime-Becerra, Michael

Bell, Acton
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  sons.  Gilbert, D.
100 YEARS’ WAR  See  
101
11/22/63.
13  ways of looking at a fat girl.  Awad, M.
1356.  Cornwell, B. 
1861-1865

1876.
1916.
1919.
1920S  See  Nineteen twenties
1921.
1929.  Turner, F. W.

  Neugeboren, J.

1970S  See  Nineteen seventies
1980S  See  Nineteen eighties
The  19th

  Murakami, H.
1st
2001:  a space odyssey.  Clarke, A. C.
22
2312.
2666.
30
36
3:

fear.  Greene, G. 

The    samurai.  Hunter, S.
See  Fourth of July

82  Desire.  Smith, J.
99  stories of God.  Williams, J. 

A

a
A  is for alibi.  Grafton, S.
The  A.B.C.  murders.  Christie, A.
A.D.  30.  Dekker, T.
Abaddon’s  Gate.  Corey, J. S. A.
ABANDONED CHILDREN

Sallis, J.  The killer is dying
ABANDONED CHILDREN

See also  Child welfare;  Children

Gaitskill, M.  The mare
Oates, J. C.   Mudwoman

ABBEYS -- ENGLAND
Austen, J.  Northanger Abbey

Dean, A.  A woman of consequence
ABDUCTION  See  
ABDUCTION

Hayder, M.  The treatment

Stevens, C.  Still missing
ABDUCTION -- TENNESSEE

About
Maine, D.  Fallen

MacBride, S.  Blind eye
MacBride, S.  Cold granite

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
Self, W.  Shark

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
See also  Mind and body;  Nervous system

ABOLITION OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT  See  Capital 
punishment

ABOLITION OF SLAVERY  See  Abolitionists;  Slavery;  
Slaves -- Emancipation

ABOLITIONISTS

The    Simmons, D.
ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIAN ART

See also  Art
ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIANS

See also  Australians;  Indigenous peoples

ABORIGINES  See  Indigenous peoples
ABORTION

Irving, J.  The cider house rules
Jordan, H.   When she woke


